Novel three-Dimensional molecularly imprinted polymer-coated carbon nanotubes (3D-CNTs@MIP) for selective detection of profenofos in food.
A new and facile method for selective measurement of profenofos (PFF) using a simple flow-injection system with a molecularly-imprinted-polymer-coated carbon nanotube (3D-CNTs@MIP) amperometric sensor is proposed. The 3D-CNTs@MIP was synthesized by successively coating the surface of carboxylated CNTs with SiO2 and vinyl end groups, then terminating with molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) shells. MIP was grafted to the CNT cores using methacrylic acid (MAA) monomer, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) as cross linker, and 2,2'-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) as initiator. We constructed the PFF sensor by coating the surface of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) with 3D-CNTs@MIP and removed the imprinting template by solvent extraction. Morphological and structural characterization reveal that blending of the MIP on the CNT surface significantly increases the selective surface area, leading to greater numbers of imprinting sites for improved sensitivity and electron transfer. The 3D-CNTs@MIP sensor exhibits a fast response with good recognition when applied to PFF detection by cyclic voltammetry and amperometry. The PFF oxidation current signal appears at +0.7 V vs Ag/AgCl using 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) as the carrier solution. The designed 3D-imprinted sensor provides a linear response over the range 0.01-200 μM (r2 = 0.995) with a low detection limit of 0.002 μM (3σ). The sensor was successfully applied to detection of PFF in vegetable samples.